Abstract-We study the capacity of Markov channels with causal deterministic partial (quantized) state feedback. We assume the feedback channel to be memoryless, the channel state process to be Markovian, belong to a finite set, and the state and observation transitions to satisfy some general mixing conditions. For such channels, we obtain a single-letter characterization for the capacity with feedback. We further show that for every c > 0, there exists a finite length memory (sliding) encoder structure that leads to an E-optimal capacity; hence practically optimal performance can be achieved. We show that the non-linear filter generating the conditional state density provides the sufficient statistic for the optimal coding scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
This paper studies the capacity problem of Markovian channels with partial state feedback. It is known that state feedback can increase the capacity of channels with memory. In practical situations, though, one may not be able to feedback complete state information. In this paper we examine the capacity of such Markovian channels with partial state information at the transmitter. In addition a finite memory encoder is presented that is e-optimal.
Capacity with partial information at the transmitter is related to the problem of coding with unequal side information at the encoder and the decoder. The capacity of memoryless channels with various cases of side information being available at neither, either or both the transmitter and receiver have been studied in [3] and [4] . Tatikonda and Mitter [1] studied the capacity of channels with memory and complete noiseless output feedback and introduced a stochastic control formulation for the computation via the properties of the directed mutual information.
The case where there is some deterministic information available at the transmitter has been studied in [5] , which also studied the case of a non-i.i.d. channel, however, the analysis has limiting assumptions on the available partial information in that the encoder is only allowed to use the most recent observation symbol for encoding. Reference GoldsmithVaraiya considered fading channels with side information at the transmitter. Viswanathan [15] studied the capacity of Markovian channels with delayed feedback and reference [9] the capacity of Markov channels with noiseless causal state feedback. Reference [7] considered the feedback capacity of finite state machine channels. See also [11] , [6] and [12] for partial side information at the transmitter under different settings.
In sections 5 and 8 of [1] , partial feedback is discussed, along with a discussion when sufficient statistics for encoding is computable by the output feedback. This paper builds on this work by examining the case of partial state feedback.
Below we state the main contributions of the paper:
. We obtain the capacity for Markovian channels with quantized state feedback. . We show that, under some general mixing conditions, for any target E, there exists a finite length buffer encoder and decoder achieving an e-optimal capacity. Thus, a finite length sliding block coder is almost optimal. . We show that, building on the findings in [1] , under some mixing assumptions, the sufficient statistic for the coder is the conditional state estimate generated by a filter. [2] . However, the strong mixing condition can be too conservative. The positive recurrence of the Markov chain, though, is not strong enough for the existence of a unique invariant filter. For a counterexample see [13] . Towards the characterization of conditions leading to a convergent filter, we make a definition. Definition 2.2: A matrix P is subrectangular if 1j > O,Pm,n > 0 implies Pi,n,Pm,j > 0.
-{0 otherwise.
The following is basically due to Kaijser [13] . Upon the description of the code and the channel we now proceed with the computation of the capacity. We take the following approach: We first provide a converse bound, which will lead to an achievable rate, through the information stability of the channel. We have, Lemma 3.1: There exists a stationary solution to the optimization problem. Furthermore, this solution is the optimal solution among all admissible coding policies.
Proof: Proof follows from the continuity properties of the transition matrix in the channel input distribution, and the fact that mutual information is non-negative and continuous. See [14] for general conditions for the existence of optimal stationary solutions. The fully observed state process has a unique invariant distribution. Hence the optimal solution over all admissible coding policies is achieved by a stationary policy [10] .
B. Direct Theorem
Our achievability proof follows from the information stability of the state process, via Feinstein's lemma [16] , which in turn guarantees that the information density [1] concentrates around its mean, hence converges in probability. The receiver has perfect access to the information available at the transmitter, and thus has access to the codebook used at each time instant. Hence, a multiplexing-demultiplexing policy where ir denotes the invariant distribution. The process -ut lives in an infinite-dimensional state space. However, this space is Polish (complete, seperable, metric space), and hence is dense under some metric, such as the total variation norm. The elements in this space can be arbitrarily approximated by a countable subset in 's.
Ideally, for every visit of the process to -rt, the encoder will use another distribution (multiplexing), and since this information is available at the decoder, the decoder could apply demultiplexing. The channel and the side information at the encoder will form a joint Markov process, for every realization of which, the encoder uses a separate random codebook. However, since the state space is non-atomic, that is the probability measure of any sample point is zero, we need to provide another construction. We have two options, one is to discretize the space of probability measures on S (which is possible, since the space has a countable dense subset), and the other one is to restrict the memory available at the encoder. In the former, the Markov recursion will not be satisfied. Hence, we pursue the second alternative, which is also more practical as it has a sliding block coder interpretation.
IV. RESTRICTION OF THE ENCODER TO USE FINITE-MEMORY
In this section, we restrict the encoder to use finite-memory.
We define ird = -t-1 as the finite dimensional information available at the transmitter with regard to the state.
The side information process and the channel process iad, St will have an ergodic distribution. This process evolves in the set cd x S. For every visit of the process to -rd to any point in sd, the encoder will use a separate distribution. With the number of channel uses growing, the normalized number of visits to any state, the long term occupation measure,
where 1(.) is the indicator function, will be the same as the statistical average under the invariant distribution. We have, under the stationarity assumption, information stability. Hence, the information density will concentrate at the average (in probability). We thus have the following: Theorem 4.1: Suppose the state process is a finite-state, irreducible and recurrent Markov process.Then, the following rate
is achievable. Furthermore, there exists no rate larger than this which is achievable. In the following we will study the process {Cd}. We now consider the second term:
We consider the change in the conditional density p(ut St).
For this we show that the joint density p(Ut|st) = Z:P(Ut |t)P(kt/ St) jd has a negligible variation in increasing memory length. Let p* (Ut st) be an induced distribution generated via p*(Ut St) -Z p(UtIs m)P(;t-St) Theorem 4.1 shows that the capacity sequence {C'}, which takes values in R forms a Cauchy sequence. Hence there exists a limit. This limit value is arbitrarily closely achieved via a large but finite memory. We now show that this limiting distribution is related to the sufficient statistic. As shown in [1] , the problem becomes that of finding a consistent measure induced by the entire data history, generated only through the sufficient statistic. We now present the general theorem. We studied the capacity of channels with quantized (or deterministic partial) feedback. In particular, we showed that it is optimal to estimate the state and apply the coding based on this estimation (hence, seperation of estimation and control applies). The derivations here can also be applicable to Markov channels with input dependent dynamics. However, in those channels, the dual effect of the input will be present: Transmitting the message, and optimizing the stationary channel input distribution.
We note that the same capacity theorem applies to the case when the channel observations are noisy, but the receiver has access to this noise process. The case where the encoder information is not available at the decoder is currently under study, and it involves the understanding of a distributed agreement problem between the encoder and the decoder.
